Junior High Class Schedule
Return to Learn 2020

Even room numbers dismiss at the bell, odd room numbers two minutes later

8:10    Warning Bell
8:15  8:26    Homeroom
8:31  9:07    Period 1
9:12  9:48    Period 2
9:53  10:31   Period 3
10:31 10:39   All grade levels visit lockers on their way to period 4
           10:31  Alpha by last name A-H
           10:33  Alpha by last name I-P
           10:35  Alpha by last name Q-Z
10:39 11:09   Junior High Lunch
11:09 11:20   Break Time in Period 5 Classrooms
11:20 12:00   Period 5
12:05 12:40   Period 6
12:40 12:48   All grade levels visit lockers on their way to period 7
           12:40  Alpha by last name A-H
           12:43  Alpha by last name I-P
           12:45  Alpha by last name Q-Z
12:48    Angelus  Period 7
12:48  1:25    Period 7
1:30  2:07    Period 8
2:12  2:50    Period 9
2:50  3:00    Staggered Dismissal
Special notes:

- Even room numbers pass at the bell.
- Odd room numbers pass two minutes after the bell.
- **All** students stop by lockers to put away backpacks and pick up lunch boxes on the way to lunch.
- **All** students stop by lockers to pick up backpacks and put away lunch boxes after lunch.
- Locker stops happen after 3rd and 6th periods, and students proceed directly to their next class, periods 4 and 7. Locker stops are staggered alphabetically and are eight minutes long.
- Students turning right out of a classroom should always exit the room first.
- Students turning left out a classroom should pause for one minute and then go.